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Three hearts beat as one, for one. Always. 

Six years after the McLendon brothers lost their wife during the birth of their twins they are merely existing.
Focused only on running their ranch and raising their boys, finding another woman to share their hearts with
isn't even a dot on their map...until Claira Robbins drops into their family like a baby bird falling from its
nest. 

She certainly ruffles more than a few feathers. Matt and Mason believe she is the one who will heal their
hearts and their family. Their older brother Grey? He plans to live the rest of his life comfortably numb from
the neck down, even if it kills him...and it just might if Claira's lethal past catches up to her. 

Can they convince Grey to let go of the past and give love a second chance? Or will his own haunting secret
destroy what is left of their family for good? 

HEAT WARNING: Second Chances is an mfmm erotic western romance containing sex, ménage, cowboys
who like to talk dirty, suspense and some violence. Oh, and absolutely no action between brothers, because
that would just be awkward. 

GENRE: Erotic Western Romance, Menage Romance, (MFM, MFMM), Contemporary Cowboy 
SERIES: When Seconds Count
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From reader reviews:

Mae Saari:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you may have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try thing that really opposite
from that. One activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
already been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Second Chances, you are able to enjoy
both. It is good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can
happen its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Ena Clark:

Reading a book being new life style in this yr; every people loves to read a book. When you go through a
book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, mainly because
book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book that
you have read. If you need to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you
act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, such us novel, comics, in addition to soon.
The Second Chances provide you with a new experience in reading through a book.

Teresa Graham:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our information for everything. By a publication we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This guide Second Chances was filled with regards to science. Spend your time
to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading
a book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era
like today, many ways to get book which you wanted.

Gloria Todd:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book was rare? Why so many
query for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people likes looking
at, not only science book but in addition novel and Second Chances as well as others sources were given
knowledge for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science e-
book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those publications are helping them to add their
knowledge. In other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Second Chances to make your spare
time far more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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